NEW PRODUCTS CATALOGUE
Summer 2017

BIKEMOUNT
Aluminium bike phone mount
The Macally BIKEMOUNT is an easy to install bicycle handlebar mount holder
for iPhone/smartphone made of high-quality, lightweight and stylish sand
blasted aluminium.
The mount clamp is covered with a nylon pad to mount the BIKEMOUNT
securely to the handlebar. The BIKEMOUNT includes three nylon pads to
support bicycle handlebars with a width from 21 to 30,8 mm (7/8 to 1¼ in).
The BIKEMOUNT has an adjustable holder to ﬁt iPhone/smartphone (with or
without protecTve case) with a width of 57 to 87 mm (2 ¼ to 3 27/64 in). The
holder grips have soX rubber pads to hold the iPhone/smartphone securely and
protect it from scatches.
The Macally BIKEMOUNT supports, amongst others, Apple iPhone 7 Plus and
iPhone 6s Plus, Samsung Galaxy S7 and Galaxy Note 5, OnePlus 3T, Huawei
Mate 9 and P9 Plus, Google Nexus 6P and Pixel, Xiaomi Mi Note 2 and Max, LG
G4, HTC 10, Sony Xperia XZ, Motorola Moto G4, etc.
The BIKEMOUNT oﬀers a quick rotaTon between portrait and landscape view
and is therefore perfect for navigaTon. The package includes the BIKEMOUNT, 3
sizes nylon pads for the mount clamp, a hex screwdriver and a user guide.
ArTcle code: BIKEMOUNT-B
EAN code: 8717278765495
MSRP: €49,95
ArTcle code: BIKEMOUNT-S
EAN code: 8717278765815
MSRP: €49,95

iOS/Android
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HOME72UC
72W USB-C and USB-A wall charger for 12-inch MacBook,
MacBook Pro and other USB powered devices
The Macally HOME72UC, 72W 4 port USB-C and USB-A wall charger, is specially
designed to quickly and simultaneously charge your USB-C powered computer/
tablet/smartphone, as well as any regular USB-A tablets/smartphones, at
home, at the oﬃce or at any place with an available AC power socket.
The Macally HOME72UC has a fully compliant Power Delivery USB-C port to
provide a wide range of power outputs from 5V, 9V, 15V (30-45W, MacBook) to
20V (60W, Chromebook Pixel). It also has three USB-A ports with Smart IC to
recognise iOS or Android USB-A devices and oﬀer the most eﬃcient and fastest
charging for each device. The Macally HOME72UC is compaTble with a
100-240V AC input.
The Macally HOME72UC supports, amongst others, the following USB-C
powered devices: Apple MacBook, MacBook Pro, Google Chromebook Pixel,
Samsung Tab Pro S, Razer Blade Stealth, Google Nexus 5X and 6P, MicrosoX
Lumia 950 and 950 XL, LG G5, Huawei P9, HTC 10, etc. The Macally HOME72UC
also supports regular USB-A powered mobile devices, including iPhone/iPad
with Lightning to USB cable (not included).
ArTcle code: HOME72UC-EU
EAN code: 8717278768922
MSRP: €49,95
ArTcle code: HOME72UC-UK
EAN code: 8717278768984
MSRP: €49,95

iOS/Android
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HOME72UCWC
72W USB-C and USB-A wall charger with USB-C cable 12inch MacBook, MacBook Pro and other USB powered
devices
The Macally HOME72UCWC, 72W 4 port USB-C and USB-A wall charger, is
specially designed to quickly and simultaneously charge your USB-C powered
computer/tablet/smartphone, as well as any regular USB-A tablets/smartphones,
at home, at the oﬃce or at any place with an available AC power socket.
The Macally HOME72UCWC has a fully compliant Power Delivery USB-C port to
provide a wide range of power outputs from 5V, 9V, 15V (30-45W, MacBook) to
20V (60W, Chromebook Pixel). It also has three USB-A ports with Smart IC to
recognize iOS or Android USB-A devices and oﬀer the most eﬃcient and fastest
charging for each device. The Macally HOME72UC is compaTble with a 100-240V
AC input and includes a USB-C cable.
The Macally HOME72UC supports, amongst others, the following USB-C powered
devices: Apple MacBook, MacBook Pro, Google Chromebook Pixel, Samsung Tab
Pro S, Razer Blade Stealth, Google Nexus 5X and 6P, MicrosoX Lumia 950 and 950
XL, LG G5, Huawei P9, HTC 10, etc. The Macally HOME72UC also supports regular
USB-A powered mobile devices, including iPhone/iPad with Lightning to USB cable
(not included).
ArTcle code: HOME72UCWC-EU
EAN code: 8717278763255
MSRP: €59,95
ArTcle code: HOME72UCWC-UK
EAN code: 8717278763262
MSRP: €59,95

iOS/Android
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LAMPCHARGE
Table lamp with 4 port USB charger
The Macally LAMPCHARGE is a compact table lamp with a warm soX white light
(2700K) that also serves as a USB charger to charge your USB powered mobile
devices.
The Macally LAMPCHARGE is touch controlled and provides three levels of
brightness: Dim, Mid and Bright. 4 USB ports with Smart IC (2 x 2.1A, 2 x 1A)
allow you to quickly and eﬃciently charge your iPad/tablet, iPhone/smartphone
and any other USB powered mobile device.
This stylish white lamp matches any home or oﬃce interior. Thanks to its
compact size, the Macally LAMPCHARGE ﬁts in any small surface like a night
stand. The LAMPCHARGE is a perfect household charging staTon as it allows all
family members to charge their USB powered mobile devices in one central
organized locaTon.
ArTcle code: LAMPCHARGE-EU
EAN code: 8717278764955
MSRP: €39,95
ArTcle code: LAMPCHARGE-UK
EAN code: 8717278764962
MSRP: €39,95

iOS/Android
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MCARVENT
Car vent holder mount for iPhone/smartphone
The Macally MCARVENT is an adjustable car vent holder mount for iPhone/
smartphone (with or without protecTve case) between 50 and 115 mm (1.97”
and 4.5”) wide.
The Macally MCARVENT securely mounts your iPhone/smartphone on the
dashboard of your car without obstrucTng your view while you drive!
The fully adjustable MCARVENT oﬀers many viewing angles and is therefore
perfect for navigaTon.
ArTcle code: MCARVENT
EAN code: 8717278767505
MSRP: €14,95

iOS/Android
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MCLA3U
Car phone holder with 3 port USB charger
The Macally MCLA3U is a 2-in-1 mount holder and charger for iPhone/
smartphone that allows you to do hands-free phone calls and use your iPhone/
smartphone as a navigator. The MCLA3U mounts securely in the CLA socket of
your car and uses the same socket to charge your iPhone, smartphone and any
other USB powered device.
The Macally MCLA3U securely holds any iPhone/smartphone (with or without
protecTve case) between 46 mm and 90 mm (1.81” and 3.54”) wide. It has an
adjustable grip and a one-touch release bulon to easily remove the iPhone/
smartphone from the holder. The soX cushioning on the holder provides extra
grip and protects your iPhone/smartphone from scratching. The Macally
MCLA3U has a 13 cm (5.1”) long ﬂexible neck and a 360-degree rotatable
holder for the best viewing angle.
The Macally MCLA3U has three USB ports (2 x 5V/2.1A, 1 x 5V/2.4A) to charge
three mobile devices simultaneously. The Macally MCLA3U is compaTble with a
12-24V car power input.
ArTcle code: MCLA3U
EAN code: 8717278764757
MSRP: €24,95

iOS/Android
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MCUP2XL
20 cm (8”) car cup holder mount for iPhone/smartphone
The Macally MCUP2XL is an adjustable car cup holder mount for iPhone/
smartphone (with or without a protecTve case) between 44 mm and 105 mm
(1.77” and 4.1”) wide.
The Macally MCUP2XL has an adjustable grip and a one-touch release bulon to
easily remove the iPhone/smartphone from the holder. The soX cushioning on
the holder provides extra grip and protects your iPhone/smartphone from
scratching.
The Macally MCUP2XL has an 20 cm (8”) super-long ﬂexible neck and a 360degree rotatable holder for the best viewing angle. The adjustable base of the
Macally MCUP2XL ﬁts perfectly in the cup holder of most cars.
ArTcle code: MCUP2XL
EAN code: 8717278769004
MSRP: €24,95

iOS/Android
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MCUPMAG
Magnetic car cup holder mount for iPhone/smartphone
The Macally MCUPMAG is a car cup holder mount with a magneTc holder for
iPhone/smartphone that allows you to do hands-free phone calls and use your
iPhone/smartphone as a navigator in your car.
The Macally MCUPMAG mount has an adjustable base that ﬁts in most car cup
holders and doesn't obstruct your view while you drive. The neck is 20 cm (8”)
long and ﬂexible to oﬀer the best viewing angle. The holder has a 100% safe
and 50% more powerful Neodymium magnet to securely hold any size iPhone/
smartphone, even while in a protecTve case.
The Macally MCUPMAG includes 4 cool metallic plates to alach to your
iPhone/smartphone/case. Drive safe with the Macally MCUPMAG.
ArTcle code: MCUPMAG
EAN code: 8717278763392
MSRP: €24,95

iOS/Android
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MCUPPOWER
Car cup holder mount with charger for iPhone/
smartphone
The Macally MCUPPOWER is an adjustable car cup holder mount for iPhone/
smartphone (with or without a protecTve case) between 44 mm and 105 mm
(1.77” and 4.1”) wide.
The Macally MCUPPOWER has an adjustable grip and a one-touch release
bulon to easily remove the iPhone/smartphone from the holder. The soX
cushioning on the holder provides extra grip and protects your iPhone/
smartphone from scratching.
The Macally MCUPPOWER has an 20 cm (8”) super-long ﬂexible neck and a
360-degree rotatable holder for the best viewing angle. The adjustable base of
the Macally MCUPPOWER ﬁts perfectly in the cup holder of most cars.
As the name suggests, the MCUPPOWER has two USB ports (2 x 5V/2.1A) to
charge two mobile devices simultaneously, as well as two cigarele lighter
sockets to charge other devices. The Macally MCUPPOWER is compaTble with a
12-24V car power input.
ArTcle code: MCUPPOWER
EAN code: 8717278767512
MSRP: €34,95

iOS/Android
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MDASHMAG
Magnetic car dashboard mount for iPhone/smartphone
The Macally MDASHMAG is a compact car dashboard mount with a magneTc
holder for iPhone/smartphone that doesn’t obstruct your view while you drive.
It mounts securely on your dashboard and allows you to do hands-free phone
calls and use your iPhone/smartphone as a navigator. The holder has a 100%
safe* and 50% more powerful Neodymium magnet and holds securely any size
iPhone/smartphone, also while in a protecTve case. Drive safe with the Macally
MDASHMAG!
ArTcle code: MDASHMAG
EAN code: 8717278763408
MSRP: €19,95

iOS/Android
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MGRIPMAG
Magnetic car suction mount for iPhone/smartphone
The Macally MGRIPMAG is a windshield mount with a magneTc holder for
iPhone/smartphone that allows you to do hands-free phone calls and use your
iPhone/smartphone as a navigator. The MGRIPMAG not only mounts to the
windshield, but also to the dashboard. Like this it doesn’t obstruct your view
while you drive. The holder has a 100% safe and 50% more powerful
Neodymium magnet to securely hold any size iPhone/smartphone, even while
in a protecTve case. Drive safe with the Macally MGRIPMAG.
ArTcle code: MGRIPMAG
EAN code: 8717278763415
MSRP: €19,95

iOS/Android
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MVENTMAG
Magnetic car air vent mount for iPhone/smartphone
The Macally MVENTMAG is a car vent mount with a magneTc holder for
iPhone/smartphone that allows you to do hands-free phone calls and use your
iPhone/smartphone as a navigator. As it mounts securely on most car air vents,
it doesn’t obstruct your view while you drive. The holder has a 100% safe and
50% more powerful Neodymium magnet to securely hold any size iPhone/
smartphone, even while in a protecTve case. Drive safe with the Macally
MVENTMAG.
ArTcle code: MVENTMAG
EAN code: 8717278764740
MSRP: €19,95

iOS/Android
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BSTAND5
Protective case and stand for iPad 5th generation (2017)
The Macally BSTAND5 is a stylish, slim and lightweight folio case that protects
your iPad 5th generaTon (2017) from scratches. The case protects both the
screen and the back of your iPad and has openings for an easy access to all
bulons and controls, stereo speakers, 3.5 mm audio jack and Lightning
connector. The front cover supports Wake/Sleep on your iPad and has a magnet
to keep the case closed when not in use.
The Macally BSTAND5 not only works as a protecTve case for your iPad, but also
as a stand. You can give it a small angle for an improved typing comfort, but you
can also put it verTcally, so you can comfortably watch photos and videos.
The Macally BSTAND5 has a stylish faux leather exterior and a soX microﬁbre
interior and is available in black, gray and gold to match your iPad.
ArTcle code: BSTAND5-B
EAN code: 8717278769356
MSRP: €29,95
ArTcle code: BSTAND5-G
EAN code: 8717278769363
MSRP: €29,95
ArTcle code: BSTAND5-GO
EAN code: 8717278769370
MSRP: €29,95

iPad 5th generation (2017)
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BSTANDPRO2S
Protective case and stand for iPad Pro 2nd generation 10.5”
The Macally BSTANDPRO2S is a stylish, slim and lightweight folio case that
protects your 10.5 inch iPad Pro (2nd generaTon, 2017) from scratches and dust.
The Macally BSTANDPRO2S protects both the display and the back of your iPad
Pro, and has openings for easy access to all bulons, Lightning connector, stereo
speakers, 3.5 mm headphone jack, camera and microphone.
The front cover supports Sleep/Wake on your iPad Pro. This means that when
you open the case the iPad Pro will wake up from sleep and when you close it,
the iPad Pro will go back to sleep. The front cover also has a magnet to keep the
case closed when not in use.
The Macally BSTANDPRO2S not only works as a protecTve case, but also as a
viewing stand for your iPad Pro. You can give it a small angle for an improved
typing comfort, but you can also put it verTcally, so you can comfortably watch
photos and videos.
The Macally BSTANDPRO2S has a stylish faux leather exterior and a soX
microﬁber interior and is available in black, grey and gold.
ArTcle code: BSTANDPRO2S-B
EAN code: 8717278769271
MSRP: €29,95
ArTcle code: BSTANDPRO2S-G
EAN code: 8717278769288
MSRP: €29,95
ArTcle code: BSTANDPRO2S-GO
EAN code: 8717278769295
MSRP: €29,95

iPad Pro 2nd generation - 10.5”
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BSTANDPRO2L
Protective case and stand for iPad Pro 2nd generation 12.9”
The Macally BSTANDPRO2L is a stylish, slim and lightweight folio case that
protects your 12,9 inch iPad Pro (2nd generaTon, 2017) from scratches and dust.
The Macally BSTANDPRO2L protects both the display and the back of your iPad
Pro, and has openings for easy access to all bulons, Lightning connector, stereo
speakers, 3.5 mm headphone jack, camera and microphone.
The front cover supports Sleep/Wake on your iPad Pro. This means that when
you open the case the iPad Pro will wake up from sleep and when you close it,
the iPad Pro will go back to sleep. The front cover also has a magnet to keep the
case closed when not in use.
The Macally BSTANDPRO2L not only works as a protecTve case, but also as a
viewing stand for your iPad Pro. You can give it a small angle for an improved
typing comfort, but you can also put it verTcally, so you can comfortably watch
photos and videos.
The Macally BSTANDPRO2L has a stylish faux leather exterior and a soX
microﬁber interior and is available in black, grey and gold.
ArTcle code: BSTANDPRO2L-B
EAN code: 8717278769318
MSRP: €29,95
ArTcle code: BSTANDPRO2L-G
EAN code: 8717278769325
MSRP: €29,95
ArTcle code: BSTANDPRO2L-GO
EAN code: 8717278769332
MSRP: €29,95

iPad Pro 2nd generation - 12.9”
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PROSHELLTB
Clear hard-shell protective case for MacBook Pro (2016)
The Macally PROSHELLTB is a clear hard-shell polycarbonate case that protects
your MacBook Pro 2016 from scratches without loosing its original appearance.
The PROSHELLTB has openings for an easy access to all connecTons and controls
and non-slip rubber feet for maximum stability. It also has an open rear for
maximum venTlaTon.
The Macally PROSHELLTB is easy to install and lightweight for maximum portability.
ArTcle code: PROSHELLTB13-C
EAN code: 8717278765198
MSRP: €29,95
ArTcle code: PROSHELLTB15-C
EAN code: 8717278765204
MSRP: €29,95

MacBook Pro 2016
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KBGUARDTB
Clear protective keyboard cover for MacBook Pro with
Touch Bar
The Macally KBGUARDTB-C is a clear cover to protect the keyboard of your
Apple MacBook Pro (2016) with Touch Bar against scratches, water spills, dust
and debris. Made of high quality TPU material, it’s highly transparent and
extremely thin for the best key visibility and touch sensiTvity.
The Macally KBGUARDTB-C is compaTble with 13-inch and 15-inch MacBook
Pro with Touch Bar (ISO – Europe) in the following languages: BriTsh English,
French, German, Spanish, Dutch, Italian, Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish,
Polish, Portuguese, Czech, Swiss, etc.
ArTcle code: KBGUARDTB-C
EAN code: 8717278765181
MSRP: €16,95

MacBook Pro 2016
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UCUAF2
USB-C to USB-A adapter (2-pack)
The Macally UCUAF2 USB-C to USB-A (Female) adapter allows you to connect
your devices with a USB-A connector, like your mobile devices, keyboard,
mouse, printer, scanner or external hard drive, to your MacBook or MacBook
Pro with USB-C port. This adapter is very compact and supports charge and
data transfer up to 5 Gbps!
ArTcle code: UCUAF2
EAN code: 8717278765389
MSRP: €14,95

MacBook/MacBookPro (2016)
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ASTAND
Aluminium laptop stand for MacBook, MacBook Pro,
laptop
The Macally ASTAND is an aluminum stand that raises your laptop screen (up to
a height of 6”/15 cm) to meet eye level for an improved posture and view. By
doing this you reduce neck pains and headaches that are the result of a bad
posture.
The Macally ASTAND is made out of high quality and solid aluminum with an
easy to assemble bridging structure for maximum stability (screws and hex key
are included). The Tlted design (±30º angle) with raised front edges and a nonslip pad keeps your laptop in place.
The aluminum material and open design allow all around natural air ﬂows to
keep your laptop cool under any circumstances. The elevated design allows you
to store your keyboard/mouse underneath and keep your desk organised and
clean when not in use.
Made out of sandblasted aluminum with a silver anodised ﬁnish, the Macally
ASTAND is the perfect match for Apple MacBook, MacBook Air and MacBook
Pro. The Macally ASTAND is also compaTble with any laptop between 10” and
17” wide.
ArTcle code: ASTAND
EAN code: 8717278764979
MSRP: €44,95

MacBook/MacBook Pro/MacBook Air/Laptop
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ROADMAP
Summer 2017

BTKEYE
104 key full size Bluetooth keyboard for Mac/PC
The Macally MKEYE is a Bluetooth keyboard with a standard layout and 104 full
size, yet thin, keys for a comfortable and eﬃcient typing experience. The
addiTonal shortcut keys and numeric keyboard further increase eﬃciency and
producTvity.
The Macally MKEYE is very easy to use. Simply sync over Bluetooth with your
computer and you are ready to go!
Thin, compact, white and versaTle, the Macally MKEYE is the perfect
companion for your Mac! Note: Depending on the demand we can do this
keyboard in diﬀerent language layout versions.
ArTcle code: BTKEYE
EAN code: 701107496757
MSRP: €44,95

Mac/PC
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MKEYE
104 key full size USB keyboard for Mac/PC
The MKEYE is Macally’s new economic and ergonomic 104 key full-size USB
keyboard for Mac and PC.
The Macally MKEYE is a USB keyboard with a standard layout and 104 full size,
yet thin, keys for a comfortable and eﬃcient typing experience. The addiTonal
shortcut keys and numeric keyboard further increase eﬃciency and producTvity.
The Macally MKEYE is very easy to use. Simply plug the cable into the USB port
of your computer and you are ready to go! Unlike wireless keyboards, this
keyboard doesn’t require charging nor syncing. Also, no soXware is required!
The long 150 cm cable allows you to easily connect your keyboard to your
computer, even if it’s underneath your desk.
Thin, compact, white and versaTle, the Macally MKEYE is the perfect companion
for your Mac! Note: Depending on the demand we can do this keyboard in
diﬀerent language layout versions.
ArTcle code: MKEYE
EAN code: 701107491394
MSRP: €24,95

Mac/PC
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MKEYXU2
Full size USB keyboard with 2 USB ports for Mac/PC
The MKEYXU2 is a USB keyboard with a standard layout and 104 full size, yet
thin, keys for a comfortable and eﬃcient typing experience. The addiTonal
shortcut keys and numeric keyboard further increase eﬃciency and
producTvity. The keyboard also has two addiTonal USB port that allows you to
connect your USB mouse or other USB devices to your computer.
The Macally MKEYX is very easy to use. Simply plug the cable into the USB port
of your computer and you are ready to go! Unlike wireless keyboards, this
keyboard doesn’t require charging nor syncing. Also, no soXware is required!
The long 150 cm cable allows you to easily connect your keyboard to your
computer, even if it’s underneath your desk. The Macally MKEYXU2 is the
perfect match for your Mac!
ArTcle code: MKEYXU2
EAN code: 701107488660
MSRP: €34,95

Mac/PC
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TURBO
3 button optical USB mouse
The Macally TURBO is an opTcal USB wired mouse with a 1000 dpi opTcal
sensor, three soX-click bulons and scroll wheel for a precise and smooth
control. The ergonomic and ambidextrous design oﬀers maximum comfort to
both leX-handed and right-handed users and helps to increase your
producTvity. The TURBO works both with Mac and PC and doesn’t require any
driver.
ArTcle code: TURBO
EAN code: 701107497051
MSRP: €16,95

Mac/PC
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UCDOCK
USB-C dock with HDMI 4K, USB-C, Gigabit Ethernet and 3
USB-A ports
The Macally UCDOCK is a 4-in-1 device that adds three USB-A ports, one Gigabit
Ethernet port, one HDMI port and one USB-C(Thunderbolt 3) port to your 12inch MacBook, MacBoook Pro (2016 and later) or any other computer with
USB-C ports only.
The UCDOCK has 3 USB-A ports and allows you to conTnue to use your exisTng
USB devices, like your keyboard, mouse, HDD, ﬂash drive, printer, scanner,
iPhone, with your MacBook/MacBook Pro.
The Gigabit Ethernet port allows you to connect your MacBook/MacBook Pro
that without this type of connector to a wired Gigabit Ethernet network for fast
and stable connecTon speeds at 10/100/1000Mbps.
The HDMI port allows you to connect your MacBook/MacBook Pro to any HD
TV and Ultra HD TV, monitor and projector with HDMI input for the best video
and audio quality! The UCH4K60 supports up to 4K/60Hz video resoluTon and
digital mulTchannel audio for a crisp and clean sound.
And ﬁnally, the USB-C (Thunderbolt 3) port allows you to conTnue to charge
your MacBook/MacBook Pro while all USB-C ports are occupied. Besides, the
USB-C supports data transfer, so you can use a USB-C keyboard like the Macally
UCKEYE, HDD or ﬂash drive.
Thanks to all these features and the stylish aluminium and compact design with
built-in cable, the Macally UCDOCK is the perfect compagnion for 12-inch
MacBook and MacBook Pro (2016 and later models).
ArTcle code: UCDOCK
EAN code: 8717278769387
MSRP: €79,95

MacBook/MacBookPro (2016)
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UCGB
USB-C to Gigabit Ethernet adapter
SomeTmes, when you are travelling, it happens that your hotel room doesn’t
have Wi-Fi Internet connecTon. The only way to connect to the Internet is
through an Ethernet cable. But, many new notebook computers don’t have an
Ethernet port. So, what do you do next when you have this urgent email to
send?
Or, you simply prefer the speed and stability of an Ethernet connecTon, rather
than Wi-Fi, to connect your computer to the local network or the Internet.
Same quesTon. What do you do when your computer doesn’t have an Ethernet
port, but you have big ﬁles to upload? This is where the Macally UCGB comes in
handy!
The Macally UCGB adds a Gigabit Ethernet port to your Apple MacBook,
MacBook Pro or Google Chromebook Pixel and allows you to connect it to a
Gigabit Ethernet network with connecTon speeds at 10/100/1000Mbps.
ArTcle code: UCGB
EAN code: 8717278764986
MSRP: €34,95

MacBook/MacBookPro (2016)
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UCH4K60
USB-C to HDMI adapter with 4K/60 Hz support
The Macally UCH4K60 is a USB-C/Thunderbolt 3 to HDMI adapter that allows
you to connect your Apple MacBook, MacBook Pro or Google Chromebook
Pixel to any HD TV and Ultra HD TV, monitor and projector with HDMI input for
the best video and audio quality! The UCH4K60 supports up to 4K/60Hz video
resoluTon and digital mulTchannel audio for a crisp and clean sound.
ArTcle code: UCH4K60
EAN code: 8717278765150
MSRP: €39,95

MacBook/MacBookPro (2016)
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UCHUB3GB
USB-C to USB-A hub with Ethernet adapter
The Macally UCHUB3GBC is a 2-in-1 device that adds 3 USB A ports and one Gigabit
Ethernet port to your MacBook, MacBook Pro or Chromebook Pixel.
The Macally UCHUBGBC is a USB-C/Thunderbolt 3 to 3 port USB A hub that allows
you to conTnue to use your exisTng USB devices, like your keyboard, mouse, HDD,
ﬂash drive, printer, scanner, iPhone, with your new MacBook, MacBook Pro or
Chromebook Pixel with USB-C/Thunderbolt 3 port.
The UCHUB3GBC also allows you to connect your computer to a wired Gigabit
Ethernet network with stable and fast connecTon speeds at 10/100/1000Mbps.
The Macally UCHUB3GB is compact in size and has a built-in cable for maximum
portability.
ArTcle code: UCHUB3GB
EAN code: 8717278765167
MSRP: €39,95

MacBook/MacBookPro (2016)
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UCHUB4
USB-C to 4 port USB-A hub
The Macally UCHUB4 is a USB-C to 4 port USB A hub that allows you to conTnue
to use your exisTng USB A devices, like your keyboard, mouse, HDD, ﬂash drive,
printer, scanner, iPhone, with your new MacBook with USB-C port. The Macally
UCHUB4 is compact in size and has a built-in cable for maximum portability.
ArTcle code: UCHUB4
EAN code: 8717278765372
MSRP: €29,95

MacBook/MacBookPro (2016)
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UCKEYE
104 key full size USB-C keyboard for 12-inch MacBook and
13-inch/15-inch MacBook Pro (2016 version)
The UCKEYE is Macally’s new economic and ergonomic 104 key full-size USB-C
keyboard.
The Macally UCKEYE is a USB-C keyboard with a standard layout and 104 full size,
yet thin, keys for a comfortable and eﬃcient typing experience. The addiTonal
shortcut keys and numeric keyboard further increase eﬃciency and producTvity.
The Macally UCKEYE is very easy to use. Simply plug the cable into the USB-C
port of your 12-inch MacBook, 13-inch MacBook Pro, 15-inch MacBook Pro (all
2016 version) or any computer with USB-C and you are ready to go! Unlike
wireless keyboards, this keyboard doesn’t require charging nor syncing. Also, no
soXware is required! The long 150 cm cable allows you to easily connect your
keyboard to your computer, even if it’s underneath your desk.
Thin, compact, white and versaTle, the Macally UCKEYE is the perfect
companion for your Mac! Note: Depending on the demand we can do this
keyboard in diﬀerent language layout versions.
ArTcle code: UCKEYE
EAN code: 701107496917
MSRP: €29,95

MacBook/MacBookPro (2016)
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UCTURBO
3 button optical USB-C mouse
The Macally UCTURBO is an opTcal USB-C (Thunderbolt 3) wired mouse with a
1000 dpi opTcal sensor, three soX-click bulons and scroll wheel for a precise
and smooth control. The ergonomic and ambidextrous design oﬀers maximum
comfort to both leX-handed and right-handed users and helps to increase
producTvity. The Macally UCTURBO is ideal to use with 12-inch MacBook,
MacBook Pro (2016) and any other computer with a USB-C port (no driver
required).
ArTcle code: UCTURBO
EAN code: 701107497068
MSRP: €19,95

MacBook/MacBookPro (2016)
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UCVGADP
USB-C to VGA adapter
Connect your Apple MacBook, MacBook Pro, Chromebook Pixel, or USB-C
computer to your TV, monitor and projector with VGA input to for the best
video quality! The Macally UCVGADP supports a video resoluTon up to
2048x1152@60Hz!
ArTcle code: UCVGADP
EAN code: 8717278765396
MSRP: €34,95

MacBook/MacBookPro (2016)
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UCVH4K
USB-C to VGA and HDMI 4K adapter
The Macally UCVH4K is a convenient 2-in-1 USB-C/Thunderbolt 3 adapter that
allows you to connect your Apple MacBook, MacBook Pro or Chromebook Pixel
to a VGA or HDMI monitor. The UCVH4K supports up to 1920x1200@60Hz VGA
and 4Kx2K@30Hz HDMI video resoluTon and digital mulTchannel audio for a
crisp and clean sound.
ArTcle code: UCVH4K
EAN code: 8717278765488
MSRP: €39,95

MacBook/MacBookPro (2016)
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